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PEWSEYVALE
MUSEUM RESERVE
THE CONTOURS
RIESLING 2005
($29.95)
If you want to see how
good riesling from the
Eden Valley gets when
it has a little age on it,
then you must give
this beautiful toasty
orange and lemon
marmaladeinfluenced wine a
try. It is drinking
absolutely brilliantly
now and while it will
go for a few more
years, don't wait.
Give it a go now.

JACOB'S CREEK
STEINGARTEN

EDEN VALLEY

This was a very good class across
large traditional varieties and blends.
The strong suit was definitely
chardonnay, with a combination of
outstanding fruit from a couple of
recent vintages. Winemakers
treated it with subtlety to preserve
the essential characters of the
variety, introducing layers of
complexity through astute winery
approaches.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
WILLOW BRIDGE FUME
SAlMGNON BLANC 2010
($25)
Yet another of the very good
wines coming from this
Geographe-based producer.
This is sourced from
Pemberton, a region ideally
suited to this style of wine. It
gets a little oak treatment
and the result is a lavish and
complex wine displaying
layers of palate flavour.
Excellent alternative style.

SHAW+SMITH
SAlMGNON BLANC
2011($28)
The difficult 2011vintage
presented challenges but
Michael Hill Smith was
very pleased with the
outcome of his famous
sauvignon blanc. It's fairly
true to the Shaw + Smith
style with a tighter, less
fruity palate than so
many other savvies. One
of the most popular and
consistent on the market.
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RIESLING 2010
($34)
HOUGHTON
WISDOM
SAlMGNON BLANC 2011
($30)
A distinctive smoky aroma
emerges from this delightfully
fragrant and intense sauvignon
blanc. Beneath that, there are
notes of minerals and
gooseberry-laced stone fruit.
The palate is precise and
poised with tremendous length
and persistence. These guys
really know how to make classy
wines.

DOMAlNES & VINEYARDS
ROBERT BOWEN BARREL
FERMENTEDSAlMGNON
BLANC 2010 ($39.50)
This is quite a different style to
the Pemberley. There is more
palate texture and weight, with
added complexity. The palate
has a'nutty richness while still
retaining some zingy lingering
acidity. Bowen uses a mix of
Hungarian and Russian oak
along with wild yeasts to build
texture and complexity into
this superb wine, one that might
be worth a little time in the
cellar.

This was the first
time this wine had
been released in the year of
vintage. A lot had to do with the
fact that the earlier vintages
were rk'sulting in more flesh on
the nose. There is a strong
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RIESLING
BAY OF FIRES RIESLING
2011 ($31.50)
Displays the characteristics of
Tassie riesling to perfection. The
nose shows those lovely spicy
notes with a trace of minerals
and floral overtones. On the
palate, the fine acid and gentle
fruit flavours are seductive,
gently caressing the tastebuds.
Washes over the palate then
gathers momentum to a long,
pleasing finish.
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